Spreading the Cost of the
Equipment
We have put together some cost effective bundles (As shown earlier).
To help with the budget cost we have outlined some suggestions here, which may also be helpful.

Purchase equipment between 2 or
more schools ….
There is the possibility of purchasing equipment between local
schools in an area and scheduling the use between themselves
throughout the calendar year.

Your Schools Teams can use
equipment for testing during the
season
All the Testing Equipment here can also be used with your Schools
teams for Measurement and Assessment at intervals during the
year to help guide their training programs.
This way the cost of the Equipment could possibly be spread
across the PE and Sports Team Budget. This could also allow your
PE students get access to teams to test/ measure and become
proficient with the equipment.

Equipment Rental ….
We will have a limited number of Systems available for Rental
in year one of the program to allow schools familiarise with the
system.

Compatibility of Equipment ...
As discussed earlier, the more technical equipment such as speed
gates and jump sensors are APP based, so are compatible with the
iPad or Tablet students may already have. Hence there is no need
for additional purchases.

Finance Available ….
Finance is available on all our products which allows you to spread
the cost over an extended period instead of a once off payment.
There is up to €25k pre-approved finance available for schools
through our finance partner.

Program Expansion Opportunities
Polar, Dashr and VERT have the capacity to be expanded year on year. Extra Speed Gates can be added to the Dashr to allow further measurements
such as interval times. Also have the option to subscribe to each system, which will allow you more compatibility to keep track & analyse group data
and prepare reports. Being APP based, all are continually upgraded to give more functionality.
For more details on how this could be expanded year on year or to request a visit to the school to discuss this or demonstrate any of the equipment
please Contact us.
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